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A
Ancient china:ancient china was an ancient civilization in china and there were 
a lot of things in ancient china that affect us today



B
Beijing:Beijing was and still is a country in china



C
Civilization: ancient china was a civilization and is known to be the longest 
civilization from all the other civilizations 



D
Daoism:daoism was a belief in ancient china and people who believed in 
daoism believed in yin and yang



E
Emperor:there were a lot of emperors in ancient china and emperors were 
concedered very sacred and important because they went to the mandate of 
heaven



F
First dynasty:the first dynasty was the xia dynasty and the first dynasty was 
believed to be the Han dynasty because there was history from the Han 
dynasty and not the xia dynasty



G
Great Wall:the Great Wall is really important because it kept intruders and 
nomads from coming into china



H
Han dynasty:Han dynasty was a really important dynasty because that was 
when a lot of improvements were made



I
Ideas:they had really deep ideas and philosophy 



J
Jade was a thing that they worshiped and and they had a lot of dragons that 
they worshiped but the most known one was jade



K
Knowledge :they had really good knowledge and also had a lot of philosophers



L
Land:people traded land for money and also had different kind of crops and 
plants on their 



M
Mountains:the mountains in ancient china helped from intruders intruding 
ancient china



N
Noodles:noodles was an invention in ancient china and then that tradition 
spread all around the world



O
Ocean:the Pacific Ocean helped with trade from  all over the world



P
Porcelain :porcelain was a type of plates cups and those kind of things.



Q
Qin dynasty:the qin dynasty was a dynasty that was considered the golden age 
of china.



R
Riversthe Yangtze and the yellow river were really important for trade and 
people really traded with the yellow and Yangtze river



S
Silk Road the Silk Road was also a very important thing for trade and also had 
a lot of impact on trade.



T
Trade trade was very important in ancient china and people traded things like 
food proclean and jewlery



U
Unify there was a dynasty that unified all the countries in china and it became 
one country.



V
Vast desserts the vast desserts was an important part of trade and it also 
helped from people invading china



W
Writing was an important part of ancient china because people had an 
important thing connected to writings



X
Xia dynasty the xia dynasty was a very important dynasty because people had 
a lot of improvements and inventions  



Y
Yin and Yang.the yin and Yang were part of daoism and were considered very 
important.



Z
Zhou dynasty the zhou dynasty was very important because that was when 
there were a lot of different emperors.


